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How do you write an Advanced Scan showing 10, 20 and 30
day EMA all coming together?

I have written a scan to show when the 10 day EMA crosses up over the 20 day EMA and a second one to show

when the the 20 day EMA crosses up over the 30 day EMA, but, how do you write a scan to show when the 10 day

EMA, 20 day EMA and the 30 day EMA all merge together, either in an up pattern or a down pattern?

Thanks. Any expertise will be greatly appreciated.

_crossovers  3_ema

One of my favorite indicators is the PPO which compares two EMA's on a percentage basis, I like this because it

treats a $10 stock the same as a $800 stock if the percentages are the same, ie one point on a $10 stock if huge but

one point on Google is peanuts.

I have often written about converging / compressed MA's, I like them as points of interest, like a coiled spring, but they

could go either way so be careful.

Here's a simple scan in the advanced format so you can use the Absolute Value function to catch percent differences

between EMA's whether they are positive or negative, and within 1 percent of each other.

[type = stock] 

and [AbsVal (PPO Line(10,20,9)) < 1.0]

and [AbsVal (PPO Line(20,30,9)) < 1.0]

cheers Gord

You could test whether their values are all within a chosen distance from each other - let's say less than 1 point - so

you would test for the absolute value of the difference between two MAs - e.g. 30 MA - 20 MA < 1, and then 30 MA -

10 MA < 1. The necessary symbols and function are under the "Instructions" tab on the advanced scan page.

oldest newest most voted

(Aug 15 '13 at 12:39)Akroma

Just to get things straight for me: Why do we need the AbsVal? What does that add/do?

(Aug 15 '13 at 13:14)Gord

We want the EMA10 and EMA20 to be close to each other, say within +/- 1 percent. If the 10 is larger than the 20 then it

would be a positive number, but if the 10 is below the 20 then it will be a negative number which will always be less than

positive 1 in our criteria. However if the 10 was way below the 20 the large negative number would still meet our criteria of

being less than +1, and we only want stocks where they are close. The AbsVal function just makes all the numbers positive.

You could also write it the long way with two clauses,

and [PPO Line(10,20,9) < 1.0]

and [PPO Line(10,20,9) > -1.0]

Gord
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these scans sound interesting but when I run them I get 999 prospects. When I bring up their charts I don't see

anything to indicate the scan...??????

Morrise, yes if you don't limit your scan universe you will often get over 999 hits on a scan, ie you are scanning a

50,000 stock universe.

The above scan examples are just that examples of how to format these scan parameters. If I look at only S&P500

stocks and also require the EMAs to be within 0.25% then the hits are reduced to only 59.

[type = stock] 

and [group is SP500]

and [AbsVal (PPO Line(10,20,9)) < 0.25]

and [AbsVal (PPO Line(20,30,9)) < 0.25]

Now to review your hit list you need to review the charts in a chart style that contains the overlays and indicators you

were looking for. Here's a chart for one of the hits which I set up with the three EMA's I used in the scan, and as you

can see the EMA's are all converging.

.

http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=AZO&p=D&st=2013-07-11&en=2013-10-07&id=p08319693713&a=318669335 .

Now the second option is to use one of the shortcut buttons on the scan output page as shown in the screenshot

below. The first button is your default chart setting, with the second button StockCharts will create a basic chart

making a guess at which overlays and indicators you want based on whats in your scan. However they can only

guess based on simple scans and only the first few indicators or overlays. In the scan above the only critieria I used

was a math formual "AbsVal (PPO Line(10,20,9)" which can't be plotted on a chart, thus the second button would give

you just a candle price chart. Thus I created my own chart with the 3 EMA's in question.

Hope this helps get you started,

Cheers Gord
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(Oct 08 '13 at 11:51)morrise

Thanks Gord...
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